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SST- Environ menta I Spoiler
'Environmental pollution is the most serious problem facing
mankind today. The gravity of the environmental crisis is due not
only to the fact that if affects every living organism and threatens
our very survival, but also it cuts across other major world
problems including race, poverty, and war.
The present degree of environmental pollution and the
continuing proliferation of technology make the concept of a
"clean environment" itself obsolete. We are now at the point where
we can only speak in terms of a "controlled environment." This
concept: encompasses not only efforts to "clean-up present air and
water pollutions, but also basic changes in living patterns to reverse
the over-consumption, waste-pollution cycle we have created.
We live in a society where an individual's "standard of living" isthe primary measurement of his success and general well-being.
Unfortunately, it is far more indicative of the quantity of one's
possessions than the quality of his existence. Moreover, it is a poor
model of achievement for a society to set as an example for its
poor to aspire to. We must reorient our thinking to a "qualitvof life" concept,
which would reflect the health and well-being of the community as
a whole rather than the amount of material production in general
distribution. This will mean making environmental consequences
an integral part of decision-making concerning our national
priorities-particularly
technological growth and military hardware. _
This concept may also involve a basic change in the nature of our
existence-from
the conspicuous
consumer
in a planned
obsolescence economy to the conserving, self-reliant individual in
an economy geared to producing sufficient economic growth to
provide for individual needs, but with safeguards to retain an
environment in which all living creatures can exist.
A new concept of tenant
The fantastic technological growth of our society is the basic associations in the D.C. area has
cause of the environmental crisis. It has produced enormous
become the focus of a group of
material wealth, but also innumerable types of unneeded gadgetry,
law students, who last spring
and "technological advances" which work to the advantage of a formed Washingtonians Against
limited number of people while adversely affecting the welfare of .Substandard Housing, Inc. This
the general population. I\Ibreover, technological expanslon' itself - non-profit corporation has, as
has .become a fact of life, producing a situation where the
one purpose, the organization of
individual is forced to either participate in an over-consumptive,
tenants within small and often
waste-producing system or in some way divorce himself from
widely-separated
buildings
society.
-_
owned by a common landlord in
A current example of this forced participation is the public
order to create a mechanism
financing of the research and development of the supersonic
whereby
tenants
in several
transport; better known as the SST. The SST has been brought to
buildings can work together to
us by Boeing Aircraft, whose lobbyists have convinced
the
bring pressure for repairs and
Administration and enough Congressmen that it is such an essential
maintenance upon the common
public service that the American taxpayer ought to subsidize the
landlord. WASH has already
research and development of the airplane.
organized
tenants
in six
After an initial appropriation last year, the contract between
buildings owned by the Formant
the Government and Boeing calls for another $290 million to be
Realty
Company.
This- fall
appropriated in this session of Congress. It has already been passed
WASH will continue its work as

WASHing The landlords

(See BOE-ING, p, 4)

part of the Legal Aid Bureau of
the law school. One of its

cu rrent undertakings
is the as a friend of the court or as a
organization
of a George party
to
the
proceedings,
community
and
Washington University Tenants representing
Association. This association will tenant
.interests.
Although
in both efforts,
include both students living in unsuccessful
university dorms and apartments
they' were able to provide tenant
and all university personnel,
witnesses at the hearings, which
students
or otherwise, living concluded in May.
off-campus.
WASH
then
successfully
Until now, the main project applied for financial support
of. WASH
has
been
the from the Washington Project to
organizing of tenants living in continue its activities over the
buildings owned or managed by summer. This support was also
the Formant Realty Company.
instrumental in enabling Robert
Last
year,
the
Formant
Paul, a night law student, to
Company's
application
for conduct a special study of the
apartment
house licenses for Board of Appeals and Review
eight of its buildings was denied for the D.C. Department of
by the Division of License and Economic Development.
Inspections
of the
D.C.
Working
throughout
the
Department
of
Economic
summer, law students under the
Development.
In the ensuing direction of Professor Starrs,
appeal, WASH tried to intervene
(See HOUSING, p.4)

Excerp~From Annual Report~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Library Statistics Scandalous
The Law Library serves the Nation's second largest
law school student body and its fifth largest full-time
law faculty with a book collection that ranks forty-first
in size as measured by reported volume count as of
1970 (Directory of Law Libraries, 1970). The rank of
the George Washington University has advanced from
_forty-eighth to forty-first since 1965, but because of
the burgeoning student enrollment, there has been
little imporvement in the library's ability to serve its
readers adequately.
Perhaps the most telling index of the University's
lack of library support lies in the following statistics:
measured
on a per-student
basis, the money
appropriated
from University sources to purchase
books and periodicals for the Law Library stands at
$34.00 per student per year (for the fiscal year
1969·70) as reported on the basis of data returned in
questionnaires to the American Bar Association by law
schools in the fall of 1969, and as published in 63 Law
Library Journal 267-272. This University ranks third
lowest of all the law schools in the United States and
its possessions. Only Inter-American University in
Puerto Rico and the John Marshall Law School_ in
Chicago appropriate as little or less per student for

books than this institution, out of over 150 law schools
listed.
The above figure for this University is somewhat
alleviated by the fact that in February of 1970, after
the statistics were compiled, the National Law Center
transferred $10,000 from other funds to the Law
Library book account. With this addition, the sum per
student at this University rises to about $42.00 for
1969-1970. In the group of law schools having libraries
of over 90,000 volumes, this University's ranking rises
above
New York University
and Georgetown
University in the amount appropriated per student, but
.it continues to rank below all the other law schools
with libraries in this size group. In fact, even with the
$10,000 increase, this University still ranks sixth from
the bottom of all the Nation's law schools.

As reported in 31 College and Research Libraries 33
(Jan. 1970) and quoted in the report submitted by the
ABA·AALS Joint Visitation Team for The George
Washington University Law School, 1970, this Law
Library has 80.1 volumes per student reader in its
collections. The average for the Nation's law school
libraries is no less than 357.07 volumes per student, in
the thirty libraries serving as the statistical sample. The

, average of these schools receives 1,806.53 journals on
subscription; we receive 700.
For us to reach a sum of only $100.00 per student,
even on a 1300-student full-time-equivalent basis, we
would need to appropriate $130,000.00 for books and
journals, as against our current figure of $70,000.00.
With the Library of Congress in Washington, there is
real question that we need to aim at the degree of
completeness in our collections that other schools
supporting graduate programs of our scope and range
. would require where there -is no corresponding library
resource nearby. It might be of interest to see how our
$42.00 per student, based on 1659 students, compares
with our neighbor law schools in Washington, D.C.
American University (with no graduate programs)
. spends $63.00 per student; Catholic University (also
with no graduate programs) spends $138.00' per
student;
Georgetown
(with graduate
programs), t
$38.00; and Howard University (with no graduate
programs),
a whopping
$233.00
subsidized
appropriation per student. The University of Maryland
at Baltimore spends $205.00 per student with no
graduate students. The University of Virginia with 15
graduate students spends $134.00 per student. Clearly,
we need to do better.
(See LIBRARY, p. 9)
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Federation ,Combination or Conspiracy
The
Federation
of Student
Legal Action
motivated and directed legal action will create "bad - student interested in receiving money or credit in
Organizations was formed during the' summer to
law" because inexperienced students will lose to better
connection with a clinical project during the spring
encourage and subsidize student clinical law' projects.
and more experienced opposlnqattornevs. '
, ' semester can contact Handleman or Bluestein for
, The Federation will soon request the National Law
Many of the student projects begun last year have
.further information.
,
Center, faculty for authority to award academiccredit
continued into this .semester. These student groups.
The project which received the most publicity last
and disburse funds to studentsInvolved ' in :projects
need money to pay their various expenses, including, .vear was Students Opposing Unfair Practices, lnc.,
,during the spring semester. "
'.
".,
filing fees, typing" and xeroxinq. In addition, it is
which challenged the Federal Trade Commission's lack
Interest ln-clinical law at the' National Law Center
diff[cL!IHQr a:~t~de.nt tosperid a substantial number of
of 'meaningful remedies in deceptive advertising cases,
reached a peak last year, with a number of professor's: ... hours on im:: outside- project if he cannot receive
and, .addltlcnatlv sought to establish the right of
adoptirig the cI inical approach tocourses traditionally
" acadEmli~credit from the law school for his work.
consurnera tointervene In FTC proceedings -.. ' '. , .
using only the casemethod...
,.. '..
. "
'."
:::The federation \l\{a~ formed oy eight law students
Another group is Protesters of Unfair Marketing
Professor Banzhaf, for,example,taught~a:class
in:,~ \','iho had previou~ly, :erigagedin ,c1,in!cal projects to
Practices (PUMP),livliich workedat .the FTC and on
Unfair Trade Practices last fall semester. 'Normally; this',
overccmeJthese
diffi~iJlties.. The, 'purpose of the -. the. Hill .to get gas octane ratlnqs.and.addltlve contents
course 'consists '.of ,reading imd' discuSsing::cases '. J=.ederatio~: is-to-distribute funds to these groups, and
posted on dispensing pumps.,
,
,
,.,'
,
primarilYfiri
the: :areaof : business :torts.> Banzhaf .;. \9"gr',!rita~d(miic;creditf6r
such work: .'
." . •
Terminating Unfa,irBroadcasting Excesses, (TUBE)
decided .that -in: addition ,to<c1assr'oorn~ Work .the',:,
Aaron Handleman; Co-chairman 'ofth'e Federation
requested the FCC 'to hold hearings to determine.
students ,:shoiJ;d :jdentify problems: ancL then : t~Y-to'·; : stilted :i~:~n, interView: that "we want the' Fecteration to . appropriate methods. of. stopping deceptive advertising,
"cOrr~ctthem":iti~ough JegaractioO:.: ':<:::,'
:l?e 'aver"y loose-knit: thing. There Is.aneiqht-mernber
.on television and radio.,
' '
.A 'ri~~bei of: student 'groups petitionet1' the:federal<,.executive:
committee which Vviirpasson funding and'
CQIIect ion p"gency Project (CAP) investigated
ad~inistrative:'agenci~;:the
Federal Trade Commissitm,>: :cr~dit. We'll. also Have 'tacutly .advi~ors ,who will o.k.
abuses bY cc;>lIoctionagel1ciesin, the District,and made
and. Federal . Communications
Conimjssiohmost
. 'our decisions." Randleman also said that every group
a proposal to'licen~ such agencies..
i'
prominently, and a nUfnberof other.:groops worked ,'who applies t~ the Federation becomes member; and.
' Students Naturally Opposed to Outrageous Prying
with loeai D.C. govern met bodies .. :,':'.
'.. "
tJas a voice in the~ormuJation of poliCY.
(SNOOP) made a documented illvestigation, of abuses
The clinicaL approach was intended to:givestLJdents
,:Herman'
Bluestein,
the other
Co-chairman,
by the Retail Credit, Agency and filed ,a formal
experience
,in . applied' law, and, 'to' ,influence
emphasized that the Federation will not attempt to'
complaint to require it to register as a detecti~e agency.
governmental bodies foward:whatthe students believed
regulate any group applying to it. "The grOups are on
'
Cigarette Advertising Normally Directed; to 'Youth
to be the public interest. "
.."
.'"
their'own-we
do not want to tell the groups what to
(CANDY) challenged the use of cigarette t~ademarks
'The main criticisms of c1inicaf law are that projects
do :or how to· do it. That is. left exclusively to the
on packages of candy cigarettes. .
will deflect students attentionfrcim.
the course
members of the groups themselves," Bluestein said.
Anyone seeking further information about the
materials, the student ending the. course with a poor
The' federation will fund any clinical law work,
Federation can obtain it in the Federation's office at
grasp of case materials; and in addition, that student,
whether initiated inside or outside the classroom. Any
'Harlan-Brewer House, room 8.
c,'.

':';~'

a

"bored stiff"-'------------

WRITE FOR US
Know of an issue The Advocate should discuss or
report? Find our treatment of an issue biased or
incomplete?
Know someone who would like to
submit an article for publication? Our pages are open
to all contributors of well-written articles expressing
any point of view. If you want to make your views or
the views of some other communitY,member known,
write for us. Please send your suggestions 'for sources
to Peter Langley, 585-6373 or Dave Schlee 671-0416.

Bandits Want The Street
by Theodore Freedman
Advocate Staff Writer

Last fall, in what initially was
to be a two-week assignment,
Professor
John
Banzhaf
instructed the students of his
Unfair Trade Practices class to
search
the 'D.C. area for
instances of such parctices, and
their impact upon the consumer.
Class reaction was so favorable
that full-scale projects were
begun by many of the students.
Examinations
were
made
optional, in order to allow the
students
additional
time to
devote
to
their
field
work.
Prof.
Phi Alpha Delta (PAD) law to offer increasing financial aid
Banzhaf met periodically with
fraternity allows women to join to minority students in the
group
leaders,
to discuss
as full members. In a day when
future.
problems
and
offer
suggestions,
fraternities
are chastized
as
Steps were taken to increase
stagnant,
reactionary
the scholarship program as a but the final responisbility lay
with the students. From' this
institutions,
Phi Alpha Delta whole so that in the near future
Law fraternity
has recently
there would be one $500 activiity emerged such groups as
the celebrated SOUP, which still
revamped its constitution
to scholarship for each chapter.
allow women to join as members
Elliot Zisser was one of the 20 continues to function; one group
of students even argued before
with
equal
rights
and
scholarship winners this year.
'the
FTC which, according to
obligations.
At its biennial
For its current fall program,
Prof:
Banzhaf, "Hasn't been the
convention
in New Orleans, Jay Chapter plans a free beer
same'since."
Louisiana on September 2·5, and pizza party, October 8, for
delegates
from
George
all members and interested
Washington Jay Chapter, Ernest students. On October 16, as part
Cromartie
and Elliot Zisser, of Inns of Court program,
P.A.D.
is presenting
Philip
together with other delegates
WE NEED ADS
Hirschkop,
attorney
for the
from more than 130 'law school
and alumni chapters, voted by "D.C. 9" speaking on the role of
80"10(217 to 50) to amend the the defense attorney in political
fraternity constitution to allow trials. The program will be held
women
as full and equal at the National Lawyer's Club,
1815 H Street, and again is free.
members. Proponents of this
measure' argued that a legal October 24 is the date of the
annual Fall picnic which features .
fraternity
is a professional
a footbalt game with a chapter
organization
offering
professional
programs,
the from a neighboring university.
advantages of which should not The Fall Dinner-dance will be
be denied to anyone in the held. on December 11 or 12.
profession
who wished to P.A.D. is also sponsoring se~eral
partake of them. Women are intramural. Finally, we will be
now being admitted into Jay manning a table on the second
Chapter
and
inquiries are floor of the Library to offer aid
We pay a 15% commission
welcome.
to first year students in using
Another
important
step library facilities.
to any student who solicits
taken at the convention was to
Those desiring information
initiate a special program of 6 can obtain it by calling Stuart F.
an ad for the Advocate.
minority group scholarships in Lewin at 659-6892 or Ernest
'addition to the 20 scholarships
Call
Diana Drisko at
Cromartie, 265-8167.
a Iready
given.
A policy
Stuart Lewin
338-7337 for information.
statement
was passed stating
Justice
that it was the fraternity's policy

Women & Hirschkop Invited

Progressive Fraternity

·This semester, enrollment in
Prof. Banzhaf's Unfair Trade
class
soared to 140, thus
presenting
problems
of
organization and supervision of
groups, planning, 'projects. - A,
majorityindicatedia
desire t~
pursue clinical work, and the
class has subsequently
been
divided into two sections.
Prof. Banzhaf retains the use
of the casebook-method,
but
feels that clinical work of the
type experienced by his students
has tremendous practical value,
in at least four ways: (1) as an
alternative method fo learning
the course subject matter, (2)

gaining a sense of actually doing
something
worthwhile,
(3)
recognizing law as a vehicle of
social action-an
aspect too
often obscured by the doldrums
of law school leCtures and
,recitations,
and (4) gaining a
sense of confidence in one's own
ability. When Prof. Banzhaf
inquired of his class why they
signed up for the course, one
replied that he was "bored stiff
and wanted to do something;"
another
stated that he was
looking for a "breath of fresh
air." I Prof.' Banzhaf's approach
may provide a much-needed
answer.

Credit Given

Moot Court
The Van Vleck Appellate Case
Club will hold its upperclass oral
argument competition in the fall
;;emester this year. The case will
be
distributed
in
an
organizational
meeting
Wednesday, September 30.
The upperclass competition is
open to all National Law Center
students who have completed
their first year of law school in
either
the day or evening
division. Teams of two will argue
both the appellate and appellee
position in the case. Contestants
may sign up with a partner or
request that the Case Club
appoint them a partner. There
will be a 48 hour period after
the
Organizational
Meeting
during which participants may..
sign up. Once the schedule of
arguments
is posted,
all
participants will be required to
carry
through
the
two
preliminary rounds.
From the preliminary rounds,
the four teams with the highest
scores will argue in the semi-final
round. The winners of the
sem i-final round
will argue
against each other in the final
round. The National Moot Court
Team will be selected from

among
the
semi-finalists.
Winners of the final round will
receive two academic credits and
a cash prize.
One academic credit is given
tQ, all those participants whose
performance in the competition
meets the Van Vleck standard.
Winning is not the criteria for
eligibility for earning academic
credit
and the Van Vleck
Distinguished Advocate Award.
Judges for the preliminary
rounds are selected from area
practicing
attorneys
and
members of the Van Vleck
Honor Board. Benches for the
semi-final and final rounds will
be composed of state and federal
judges
and
distinguished
members of the bar.
Plans are being made for a
first-year competition
in the
spring semester. The details will
be announced in February.
Any inquiries regarding the
Van Vleck Case Club may be
made to any of the Honor Board
members or addressed to the
Van
Vleck
Case Club in
Harlan-Brewer. The Van Vleck
bulletin board on the first floor
of Stockton Hall will have all
Case Club notices.
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Cambodian Invasion Activates Lega/Forces
With President Nixon's surprise invasion of Cambodia, many felt that it was time
. for positive action to change America's militaristic foreign policy. Law stuents, as
many students di~, felt that large demonstrations were only frustrating and it was
now time for some constructive attempts to stop the war. Many groups were
spawned as a result of the Cambodian crisis and law, students, feeling their training
might be especially valuable in political campaigns arid lobbying, gathered last May to
organize.
. '.
"
Representatives of over thirty law schools came together and formed Law
Students Against the Waf. The main objectives of the group were to coordinate
lobbying efforts here in Washington and to develop a network of local groups that
would work in their own areas for peace candidates and politicalchange in general. A
national office was set up here in Washington arid regional offices were opened in
Boston, New York, Durham, N.C., Chicago, St. Louis and Berkeley. '
The emphasis of the organization was placed on development of f~nctioning local _
offices in an attempt to develop a national organization of law·students working for.
peace.' The purpose of the Washington office, was to be a. clearing house fo
information necessary for local campaigning and lobbying. The national office also
became the center for lobbying efforts in behalf of the Cooper-Church and
McGovern-Hatfield Amendments. Bob Brandon, a 2nd year GW law student and a
key coordinator of the movement, estimates that between eight and ten thousand
people were briefed by the group, before going to the Hill and, in many cases, were
de-briefed upon their return.
'
The amateur lobbyists were mainly law students, groups of lawyers from-New
York, Detroit, and Chicago and other professional groups. When these people arrived
for their lobbying efforts they were given a pamphlet put together by the Washington
office that contained advice on "how to" and "how not to" lobby. The booklet also
contained factual information on our whole Southeast Asian involvement that was
invaluable when these people engaged in intelligent debate on the war.
The information-clearing 'house function of the national office flourished as
request after request came in asking for pertinent political information on individual
candidates. The bulk of the information sent out was in the form of Congressional'
photo bY Somerstein
voting records. As of now there are over seventy local contacts and offices at law
Besides
aiding'
peace
candidates,
many
of
the
local
offices
have
been active in
schools across the nation. All summer efforts were made to direct concerned local
other
ways.
The
Berkeley
group
developed
a
handbook
that
covers
extenslvelv all
groups to the local law student office.
aspects
of
the
U.S.
involvement
in
Southeast
Asia.
They
have
also
published a
Another effort of the Washington office was to encourage the local offices to set
pamphlet that details California law and the rights of the. individual as they relate to
up a speaker's bureau that would be extremely helpful in spreading the peace
every type of political protest. A further step taken has been to set up an Institute
message to all segments of the community. To give the local offices a hand
for Politics which is attempting to teach 'undergraduates how to be most effective in
Washington has printed up a "speaker's handbook" that will aid in development of
political campaigns.
such programs.
The, Chicago group has already set up a speakers bureau and they are attempting
to reach high school students in the Chicago area. The New York group has published
a legal position paper on the U.S. role in Southeast Asia and a comprehensive book
on lobbying that gives a detailed description of the position each Senator and
Representative takes on the war and the best way to influence a change in their
position if necessary.
, 'The Washington office was also active in an ususal way to attempt to change the
pro-war attitude of the average American. If anyone has visisted the Capital lately,
they have seen H. Ross Perot's exhibit of North Vietnamese atrocities on \.J.S. POWs.
Perot donated the exhibit to the House Subcommittee on National Security Policy
., Welcomes Back Its
and Scientific Developments who in turn placed the exhibit in the Capitol Rotunda
as government property. The Wa~hington office, along with other peace groups and
Friends & Neighbors
ACLE, felt that this was a "one-sided propaganda tool" and that if any of the
atrocities
of the war were to be shown than all the atrocities should be exhibited.
We're Happy to See All GWU Students
They
do
not
condone the injustices of North Viet Nam but they felt it was necessary
and Help Solve ALL Their Cleaning Problems
to
show
that
atrocities occur on both sides and that the only way to stop all
One Hour Dry Cleaning'
atrocities is to stop the war. The Women's Strike For Peace put together a display to
Repairs & Alterations
Same Day Shirt Service
demonstrate their point. It was refused placement in the Rotunda. Through an ACLE
lawyer, the groups tried to obtain a preliminary injunction forcing the government to
DROP BY & SAY HELLO
take their exhibit. The injunction was denied in U.S. District Courtonthe grounds
that all administrative remedies had not been exhausted: But the judge did say that
"a constitutional issue of free speech was imposed in the controversy over what may
be displayed in the Capitol." The groups are now appealing that decision and are
hopeful that the exhibit will soon be shown.
Shortly the Washington office will be closing down and emphasis will be placed
on the local offices. Congressional information can still be obtained from -Bob
Brandon who feels that if the national office is again needed it will re-open. An
occasional news letter will be sent out to the local groups. But the need now is for
law students to work at the local level to change the make-up of the political bodies
that have kept us in an insane war for ten years. Brandon feels that the potential is
great if the energy and expertise of law students can be channeled in a constructive
manner. This was the long range goal of Law Students Against the War which
Brandon and others worked so hard to develop. They only hope that Law students
see this way as the realistic, constructive way of effecting much needed change.

DAVE'S
CLEANERS

10% Discount
to. Students

Freedom Combatting Military' "Justice"
American
military leaders
have not only faced criticism
from civilian forces, but have
seen a growing number of their
own ranks reevaluating military
policy. In "United States v.
Levy:' CMR 416463, an army
doctor was placed on trial by
courts
martial
for
the
disobedience of orders. He had
refused
to
give
medical
instruction as a protest to the
Vietnam War. In "United States
v. Toomey," ACM 20248, the
military court concluded that
the right of free speech is not an
indiscriminate right, but rather
qualified by reasonableness in

relation to time, place and
circumstances.
Toomey,
apparently, was not reasonable
during his march on Selective
Service Headquarters while in
uniform.
A cour ts-rnartial
resulted in the conviction of an
army officer who participated in
a public demonstration
and
carrying anti-war signs. "United
States v, Howe, Jr. 2nd Lt.,
Army," 17 USCMA 165, 37
CMR 429. Finally, Roger Priest
was
convicted
by
a
courts-martial
for distributing
newspapers in military bases
criticizing
America's
mil itary
policies.

The Department of Defense
has been forced to react to this
internal disorder with a number
of directives.
It is the mtsston of the
Department of Defense to
safeguard the security of the
United
States. The service
member's right' of expression'
should be preserved to the'
maximum
extent
possible,
consistent with good order and
discipline, and the national
security. On the other .hsnd no
Commander
should
be
indifferent to conduct which, if
allowed to proceed unchecked,'

would destroy the effectiveness
of his unit. Theproper balancing
of these interests will depend
largely upon the calm and
prudent
judgement of the
responsible
Commander.
Departmentof DefenseDirective
1325.6 (1969).
The legal authority for the
military to act against dissenters
is found in Articles 133 and 134
of the "Uniform
Code of
Military Justice."
Lieutenant
Howe was convicted
under
Article
133--conduct
unbecoming an officer. Article
134 is the all encompassing law
which can act as a cause when all,

else
fails.
Certain disloyal
statements by military personnel
may lack the necessary elements
to constitute an offense under
Title 18 U.S.C. no. 2385,.2387,
2388, but nevertheless, may be
punishable as "conduct to the
prejudice of good order and
discipline or conduct reflecting
discredit
'upon
the armed
forces."
Examples as explained in the
mil itary
code
are 'public
utterances designed to promote
disloyalty'
or disaffection
(personnel have been indicted
(see MILITARY, p. 9)
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Boeing's Dreamboat Creates Havoc
Richard Garwin, Chairman of entire 110 years history of
by the House of Representatives
the
Presidential panel on the industry. This is assuming, also.
and will come up for a vote in
that there is this much oil to be
the Senate some time early this SST, the runway noise created
found.
And
unless
safety
by one SST would be equivilant
fall.
standards ~ are much more
The good people at Boeing 'to 50 subsonic jets. In addition,
rigorously
enforced
this
are not merely asking for .,.a there will be the sonic boom.
expansion
wili
surely
be
Government
"hand-out"
to This will surely be a tremendous
accompanied
by twice the
finance their dream-boat of the irritant to people and other
present number of oil -spills,
stratosphere, they feel they are living things. But, as rush-hour
further
compounding our water
traffic,
commercial,
jets
and
looking out for the best interests
pollution problem. That's just
of all Americans by offering other incessant noises of urban
living, that will be another 'another "price of progress."
their government an opportunity
In view of these various
"voice of progress" that man
to
make
a
profitable
complexities
that have arisen in
will
have
to
learn
to
put
up
with.
investment. The company points
connection
with the SST, a
out that the Government will Lastly, there are the unknown
more than make up the money effects the plane will have on the reasonably prudent person might
it's invested through sales of the earth's upper atmosphere (the conclude that the arguments for
its development are not strong
aircraft to the airlines and other plane will fly at 60,000 feet)
enough to justify the investment
of course,
further
countries.
Moreover,
the and,
of the taxpayer's monev.. But I
expansion
of
already
company.and
the
feel
both the industry and the
overcrowded
airport
facilities
to
Administration feel that sales of
Administration
have some
the airplane will help to alleviate land the monstrosity. '
"other"
reasons for strongly
our balance-of-payments deficit.
One
other
very serious
backing the SST. I rather suspect
From a strictly profit-loss problem which the SST could
point of view the assumptions create was brought -up in a Boeing sees the SST as a
financial bonanza for the sagging
underlining the investment 'are recent article in the Milwaukee
industry.
The
'rather tenuous. Congressional Journal, (Sept. 1, 19701. An ,aircraft
opponents of the SST, as well as analysis of the plane's fuel Administration seeks to bolster
some Administration officials, consumption measured against the slumping economy with the
believe that the positive effect projected
oil production
by
on our
balance-of-payments
'1985 revealed that the SST
would be more than overcome could produce a critical oil
by the increase in American shortage within 15 years. By
traveling abroad. In a letter to 1980 the planned fleet of'
Senator William Proxmire, Paul supersonic
transports-300
Volcher, Treasury Department
British-French Concordes and 80
Undersecretary
for Monetary American
Boeings will be
Affairs stated:
demanding 320 metric tons of
crude oil each year. This is
On the balance of payments one-third of the planned oil
aspects of this question [the consumption for the U. S. and
SST] we have no reason to' Western Europe inthe same year
alter our view that the (according to the International
potentially adverse impact Petroleum Encylopedial and 8%
on our travel account from of
expected
world
oil
the development of a U.S. consumption-for
380 aircraft.
SST
could
equal
or By 1985, assuming the Concorde
out-weigh
the
positive fleet is limited to 300, and
impact on the aircraft sales Boeing produces the planned
account ...
285 SST's the total consumption ,
will be 609 million metric tons
But even assuming the SST is of crude oil.
a tremendous financial success,
To meet this demand the oil
as its proponents say it will be, a industry plans to double present
number of questions concerning world
production
by
the airplane's effect on the 1980-from about 2,000 million
environment
are,
as yet, tons to 4,100 million tons. This
unanswered.
The
most
means squeezing into the next
from
frequently
mentioned
is the ten years as much effort and
'noise problem. According to Dr. investment as has gone into the,

50,000 new jobs the airplane
.This is exactly the type of
will create and feels the SST is a technological
"fait accompli"
must if America is to remain a the American public has been
"first-rate"
world
power. hood-winked with innumerable
Naturally,
these
priorities
times in the past. It also
override
any environmental
exemplifies
the
type
of
considerations.
technology-first thinking which
On the' other hand, the, has dominated both government
strongest
argument
for the and industry. This trend must be
development of the SST was reversed if we, as Americans, are
best stated by Senator Henry / going to save our already ravaged
Jackson of Washington (Boeing's environment.
home state) who is leading' the
The SST may be a fact of life
floor fight in the Senate for the in the sense that both the
SST:
Russian
TU-144,
and the
British-French
Concorde have
The
trouble
with our been, built. But the wealthiest
'opponents is that they only and most powerful nation in the
world does not have to follow
talk about an American
SST, which is not even yet the leader in this shortsighted
inanity. We can
flying.
Let us address technologic
ourselves to an international .refuse to continue the project
SST. It is a fact of life that and discourage mass-production
the
SST is here. The of SST's already developed. This
be a much
more
question is whether America would
evidence
that
is going to participate in this convincing
technology. (quoted in the America really is a first-rate
. Saturday
Review, August
world power. ,
15,1970) ,

, photo bv Somerstein
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Housing Association

As last spring's student strike began to take shape, students of
the law school, with faculty guidance, formed an organization
which would be able to take advantage of student energy. This
organization was called P.AC.T. (Political Action Team) so that it
could enter areas in addition to the war in southeast Asia;
The first assignment for PACT was to provide an alternative to
classes during the strike and prove that we were not just going to
"goof-off." We worked with law students from other law schools,
who later formed themselves into LSAW (Law Students Against
the War), with national offices in Washington. Appointments with
Senators and Congressmen were set up and briefings arranged for
'G.W. students and out-of-towners. Our legal research committee
worked on two very large projects, one of which was for a U.S.
Senator. This action continued through the vote on the
Cooper-Church Amendment when our attention shifted to the
"D.C. Crime Bill." PACT worked with Senator Sam Ervin, (D-N.C.l
and a group from Howard University Law Sehocl in' fighting this
repressive legislation. The Bill passed with many offensive
provisions, but PACT is sure that the final version that was passed
was affected by the statements of various groups that were aided
by PACT.
PACT is currently placing people in area political campaigns and
into League of Women Voters' projects. We are also working on the
National Petition Drive for October and will shortly begin working
on Home Rule for D.C.
If you think politics belongs in Law School and would like to
get away from the classroom for awhile, we may be able to help.
Join us at 815 17th Street., N.W., Suite 504.

of the buildings such as the
were able to form tenant
of and paying for
associations representing six of calling
repairmen.
However,
the
the' eight Formant
buildings
whose licenses had not been president of one of the tenant.
associations recently received a
reviewed.
By organizing.
notice to quit the premises.
buildings
with a common
landlord WASH hopes to create Attorney Judy Lyons Wolfe, one
of the volunteer community
a means of communication
between tenants who deal with lawyers assisting the program,
the same landlord and who has filed an answer to the
therefore
may have similar complaint and the case is still
pending.
problems. Coordinator Amanda
Pedersen
sees
the
tenant
WASH
is continuing
its
associations
as mechanisms
whereby .tenants from several efforts and will be including
areas will be able to work' other Formant buildings which,
together to apply pressure to a although they were not subject
specific
landlord
to effect . to license no-renewal, have many
greatly needed repairs and to of the same problems.
Talking
about
its
fall
assure a continued
level .of
activities,
WASH coordinator
proper maintenance.
Amanda Pedersen is optimistic
The tenant associations in the about the future of its programs.
Formant buildings -have already An expansion program planned
been able to. accomplish several for the fall is the organization of
objectives. As a result of the buildings' belonging to other
tenant activity, one building has landlords who have a history of
received a new boiler and has non-compliance with the C.C.
Housing
Regulations.
This
had its heating system converted
/ from oil to gas. In some cases, expansion is partially the result
the tenant associations have also of the. assignment to the WASH
taken on management functions. program of three Columbian

Co II ege
students
taking
Experimental
Humanities 101.
In addition, three law students
are also receiving credit for
working on WASH projects.
The basic purpose of WASH
is to perform an educational
function by informing tenants of
their' rights and responsibilities.
Thus preventive law, rather than
costly
and
time-consuming
litigation, it its goal. To further
this aim, WASH also hopes to
publish a handbook on Tenants
Rights
and
Remedies.
By
creating informed and organized
groups of tenants WASH hopes
that the tenants will be able to
improve both their housing
conditions
and
their
relationships
with
their
landlords.
Leaflets
are now being
distributed
throughout
the,
university to encourage people
to join the G.W. Tenants
Association. The first meeting
will be held in about two weeks
to place the fall activities and to
present Prof. Starrs and others
who
will
speak briefly a
landlord-tenant relations.
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taw Students Sue The University--

Minority's
by Greg Morgan
Radicals Unite! The establishment
has attacked
your
establishment. A suit has been filed in your behalf against GW.U.
for breach of contract in cancelling classes during the campus
unrest following the Cambodian "incursion." The acting party has
presumed that you desire to be part of this suit and filed in the
form of a class action. John Hanson and I have co-authored a
petition which requests that those sign be withdrawn from -the
class. Join us! The suit is uncalled for!
While the suit itself is directed toward the University, the net
effect, should it be successful, would be to strangle any student
movement which prevents a minority of students from attending
classes. For those who doubt this, consider the following:
The size of possible recovery is substantial-in
excess of $1
million- and future losses could be even higher. This means that
whenever regular campus life is threatened, the University as a
private institution will be forced to seek whatever means necessary
to prevent disruption of classes. The police may be called
frequently. You don't need much imagination to find the
possibility of more frequent confrontations terrifying, and this is
what those responsible for the suit probably have in mind. The
University should be applauded for its mature handling of the
events last spring. In an attempt to maintain campus order they
sought and got an injunction barrinlt those looking for trouble
from coming on campus. Then they showed good sense by allowing
responsible student groups to utilize the Student Center as
headquarters. Finally, the University was closed only to protect the
safety of students and University property. This is hardly the act of
a party to an agreement acting in breach of contract. The
Un iversity utilized every available opportunity
to avoid
confrontation,
while allowing ,the exercise of first amendment
rights to the fullest extent possible.
This brings up the question of the purpose of the University. Is
it an island responsible for mechanical scheduling of classes
sterilized from the real world; or, is it a living functioning part of
society susceptible and responsive to its demands? Maybe 'neither

Suit

Ziglar
Suit

extreme is practical, but it is apparent to all but a few that a
Ed.
note--upon
request
university cannot and should not isolate itself from society. Some from the Advocate, Mr. Zigler
would go further and argue that by providing a soap box for' has furnished a copy of his press
expression and participation in practical pol itical thought, the 'release dated August 12, 1970
university is developing a new citizen who is concerned about his which follows in its entirety.
'world and unafraid to participate in making it more to his liking.
STATEMENT BY: James W.
This is democracy's ideal man.
To assume that there is a contract expressed or implied that the Ziglar-on behalf of a group of
University must supply a requisite number of classes and/or teach a George Washington University
students.
specific curriculum on a fixed schedule is tototally miss the point
On' the morning of August
of university life. The University's only obliqationshould
be to
supply the opportunity to become a complete individual. The loss 12, 1970, a group of sixteen
George Washington University
of 3 or 4 days of classes has relatively little effect on this. Further,
students filed a class action
when the lost class time is filled with opportunities to participate
in acitivities relevant to the pressures of the crisis situation, it against the University in the
Court of General Sessions for
seems that the University has enriched all of its students rather
the District of Columbia. The
than deprived a few.
Mr. Zigler and company would have been better advised to plaintiffs in the suit contend
that the University failed to
encourage and recruit students to support the war through
activities similar to those of the majority of students. Possibly, he fulfill its contractual obligations
to all students who desired to
could incorporate the antithesis of PACT. A suggested narnemiqht
atten d c Iasses
when
it
be ATTAC (Association to Throttle Activist Corporations).
precipitously
cancelled
Strictly from an intellectual viewpoint, one could understand a
scheduled classes during the
suit against the University for failing to dismiss those responsible
so-called "Student Strike" in
for the strike, because they have interfered
with' prior
May, 1970.
constitutional rights of student non-strikers seeking an education.
The plaintiffs have demanded
This might be based on Justice Blackmun's opinion in the Central
a judgment of $1,050,00 plus
Missouri State College case. However, this would make for a weak
interest, costs and attorney fees.
case. for as I have said before, the University's action during the
Many of the students at
crisis was admirable.
George
Washington University
The Zigler suit is a test of the rights of a minority over the
are pursuing their education
majority. The purpose of our petition is to allow those who
while
working
to support
disagree with that suit to express their disapproval and give support
to the University's handling of future incidents without being themselves and their families as
well as to defray the substantial
dictated to by a court or other outside forces not a part of the
costs of an education. These
Oniversity community.
students
can
neither
academically
nor financially
afford
to be subjected
to
arbitrary
and unreasonable
suspensions of the educational
process and thus they have filed
boycott was informally enforced by subtle social intimidation and this suit. ,
The financial aspects of this
more obvious efforts of students loitering on and about campus.
action are important to every
AT the Law School, representatives of the Student Bar Assoclatlon
proposed to the Faculty Senate that class attendance and, final student at this University. Yet
this
suit goes further
and
examinations in all courses be made optional. The Faculty Senate
involves
crucial matters
of
of the Law School adopted a resolution to this effect and made
further participation in the regular scholastic activities of the Law principle. The student at this
University pays a substantial
School solely a matter of "conscience" within the discretion of the
amount
of money for his
students. Many students continued to attend classes and took their
education and the University in
finals. Others worked in various ad hoc peace organizations. Some
return promises to perform and
went home early.
provide the necessary services to
CONCLUSIONS
obtain the desired education. As
The Complaint is Improper
students,
we expect
the
The plaintiffs improperly claim to represent 14,000 students at
University
to fulfill
its
the University "who were at all times therein desireous of
obligations by keeping its doors
attending their scheduled classes." The complaint insofar as it
'open
and
the
educational
purports to be in behalf of persons other than the named plaintiffs
process functioning ..
does not meet the representation requirements of Rule 23 of the
Each of the students involved
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. It should therefore be dismissed
in this action vigorously uphold
on this ground with respect to all persons other than the named
and defend the right of free
plaintiffs.
speech and expression. However,
as a matter of principle, we
The Complaint Fails to State a Cause of Action:
believe that the rights of a
There was no Breach of Contract
majority .of students who wish
The regularly scheduled scholastic activities of the Law School
to
pursue
their education
continued through the end of the semester for all students who
uninterrupted cannot and must
wished to attend. Any interruptions which did occur do not
not give way to those students
constitute a material breach of the alleged contract. ,
'who would have the University
The interruptions which took place if "caused or permitted to
shut its doors for the sake of
be caused by the University" were acceptable under the terms of
protest. Thus, this suit, which is
the contract itself. One of these implied terms is that in the
one of first impression, was filed
reasonable discretion of the University thy contract may be -'
with
the
hope
that this
modified or voided if it is the opinion of the University that such
University
will
be
made
aware of
action is necessary to fulfil its obligation to maintain the peace of
its contractual
and moral
the District of Columbia.
obligations to the large majority
of, students who accept the
Any modification of the contract between the University and the
an institution
students' after the "Student Strike" was justified and cannot be U niversityas
designed' and dedicated to the
termed a "breach."
.
pursuit of learning.
There Was No Contract
Furthermore, the implied contract between the students and
the University contains a condition subsequent. The condition
subsequent requires peacefulness and discipline on the part of the
JOIN
students as ,is requisite to the proper functioning of the University.
The campus environment during the period of the Student Strike
was not requisite to the proper functioning of the University. The
'contract
was therefore void during the time of the alleged
The Advocate needs you. ,
"breach."

The Alleged Contract
by Jack Hansen
In mid August 16 GW law students filed a complaint in teh DC
Court of General Sessions titled:
"Complaint in the Nature of a Class Action for Partial Refund
of Tuition."
The defendant named was George Washington University. In
Count I of the complaint the plaintiffs allege the existence of a
contract between the class of persons they claim to represent and
the University. The defendant is said to have breached the contract
by causing "or permitting to be caused the precipitous cancellation
of scheduled classes on or about May 5, 1970" and further that
"the University through its agents caused or permitted to be caused
circumstances which prevented the completion of the spring
semester and the pursuit by the plaintiffs of the furtherance of
their education."
Damages in the amount of $1,050,000 are asked. Count II of
the complaint alleges identical facts and asks for restitution on
grounds of unjust enrichment to the University.
The answer to this bombast of righteous indignation is
persuasive.
FACTS
Subsequent to the shooting of four students at Kent State
University in early May by the National Guard of Ohio, a "Student
Strike" was called on the George Washington campus. Essential to
the efficacy of this strike was a student boycott of classes. This

Quotables
"Laws,like

houses, lean on one another."
Edmund Burke

"Bad laws are the worst sort of tyranny"
Edmund Burke

"Good men must not obey the laws too well"
R.W. Emerson

"If we are to keep our democracy there
commandment: Thou shalt not ration justice."
,

must

be

one

Judge Learned Hand

"The first thing we do.Iet's kill all the lawyers."
William Shakespeare

King Henry VI, Part II
IV, n, 86
"The jury is instructed
defendant Hoffman."

to disregard the kiss blown to it by
Judge Julius Hoffman

Chicago Conspiracy Trial

For these reasons the complaint in so far as it is in behalf of the
named plaintiffs should be dismissed. The whole proceeding would
appear to be little more than a publicity stunt complete with TV
coverage, props and shadows of legal thought from the right wing
segment of the student body.

Call 521·7667 for info.
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Dean's Leadership
Produces Results
Given the meager resources of the law school, Dean Kramer and
a certain number of the faculty have done a fine job in offering to
GW law students a total legal education. The curriculum has been
re-shaped to one of the most varied and "relevant" among the
nation's law schools. Faculty recruitment has been successful
relative to the amount of money available. Extra- curricular
activities and clinical law courses have received encouragement and
are continually expanding. Indeed, the few students who mope
around complaining about the law school as dehumanizing are the
source of their own complaints. There are no more human and
personal experiences than that which a student may acquire in
Legal Aid; Consumer Protection; the Black Law Students
Association; Van Vleck; and witnessing community results from
course work in Environmental Law, Women's Rights, Inner-City
Economic Development or those taught by Professors Banzhaf,
Cahn, Miller and Nader.
The list is too long to reproduce here. The point is that no law
student need think twice when he hears the slogan: "If you're not
part of the solution, you're part of the problem."
Now if we could only abolish faculty tenure and weed out
about 25% of the faculty who have not heeded Prof. Hambrick's
admonition (to a student: "Damn it boy, ret's show a little
enthusiasm in this course!"], then we could laud the administration
on doing an excellent job.
-.

Aiding
Demonstrator s

institutions
that ever inform equipment. Today, membership
is still standard equipment but in
appreciable numbers of students
an effort tocompete with the VW
that they had better try harder.
There is a seldom voiced
statistic at Stockton Hall that
What does all this mean? It the Cadillac has been redesigned
should be noted especially by may mean that this law school with a pollution control device
first year students. In paraphrase - has been actively concerned with to run on 50% grades and 50%
certain
that every legal writing ability. The Cadillac
it lsthe simple fact that rio one making
ever "flunks" out of this law student realizes his potential. If is still expensive and impressive;
school. Less than one percent of this is the case then the school it will look fine at any firm's
door.
last year's first year class can be has been completely successful.
The VW on the other hand is
On the other hand, it may mean
said to have gotten into any sort
that the school has been selling simple and economical. Since
of academic trouble. In fact,
last May its sales are up 100%.
diplomas.
there are only two students from
If this is the case then it is Its fuel is a mixture of activism
that class now on probation. If a
a student's
ability to
student is merely average, he is a important for the student to and
transcend
being
a
student
by
decide
what
type
of
diploma
he
B student.
What does all this mean? It wishes to purchase. They come becoming for a time a lawyer.
means that George Washington is in several models and while all What better time to sue your
are equal some are more equal school and work within the
no different from other superior
system- "The Young Lawyers"
than
others.
law schools. The attrition rates
For years the Cadillac has premieres this week on ABC.
at Harvard, Chicago, Stanford,
Even if a student
isn't
been the most popular model.
etc. are similarly infinitessimal.
It is a general principle of law The recent trend, however, has interested in what model he gets,
he should remember that he
been toward the Volkswagen.
school administration that only
The Cadillac used to be run on only need be average to get a B
students who will be successful
average. And a B will get you a
high
gradesi
law review
are admitted.
It is. only the
Plymouth any day.
membership
was
standard
" Horn boo k -M a tch book"
by Jim Coleman

Advocate News Editor

Intern Questions
Federal Program

Last Spring, the Law School went through some turbulent
changes. The Student Strike represented the first incident of the
extension of student concern beyond the bounds of the walls of
the Law School. The formation of clinical courses, incorporation
. of PACT and the use of law students in the release of
demonstrators last May has served to involve the legal student in
more than the classroom use of his education. While the
ADVOCATE offers nopositionon the political implications of last
Spring's activities, it does favor the use of legal ability and
"savoir-faire" for the good ofthe community and nation.
On October 3, there will be three demonstrations here in
Washington. There will be a great need for law students to once
again aid in the legal aspects of the demonstration.
The
ADVOCATE urges students of all years to join in this activity of
legal service to the community.

Phil Rush
Labor Relations Act and some importance of the statute to
'" work for the EEOC."
respect for the ineptitude of damper one's zeal.
"The OEm"
There
are advantages to
(Congressional
"No. It isn't the OEO. It's Co ng ress.
counterbalance
the
above
incompetence
might
be
an
unfair
the
Equal
Employment
criticisms, the latter of which
term.
Judging
from
the
Opportunity Commission."
be applied
to all
history,
Congress might
"Well, that's the same as the legislative
bureaucracies.
Legal
interns
are
might have fully intended the
OEO isn't it?"
treated
as professionals and
"No.
Actually
it's an statute to be ineffective.)
allowed wide latitude in political
For
those
who
would
in dependent
agency of the
contemplate employment with views, clothing and hair styles.
government with its own statute
the Commission, it would be a More significantly, a self-starter
and ... Are you listening?"
serious and disillusionsing error can do nearly anything he
"Huh?"
desires so far as types of work
I actually had quite a few to assume that the Commission
terminal
conversations
this is making 'anv really significant .are concerned. This is at least
so because of a
summer concerning my work . impact upon discrimination as a partially
minimum
of
supervision. My
.
systemic
part
of
our
economy.
There·
is
something
about
All persons are encouraged to to space requirements.
They
your work in a Rather, the statute and the particular assignments included
voice their views through Letters must be received by noon Wed. explaining
to the Editor on any subject for publication in the following federal agency which has the Commission operate mostly on research in the federal courts,
investigations of particular cases
assumption
treated by The Advocate or of Mon. paper.
_ effect of two seconals and a the philosophical
(which
involved
some
general interest to the legal
Letters may be deposited in funny cigarette, that is, unless that employment discrimination
unsupervised traveling), research
you
know
something
is a cosmic event descending
community-at-large.
Letters the Advocate Mailbox,Student
projects and functional analysis
particularly nasty about Donald upon
someone
who merely
must contain the signature and Lounge, Basement of Stockton
of
a particular
system.
address of the writer and be Ha II, 0 r m a iIed to: The Rumsfeld or somebody like that. happens to be black, a Chicano
typed in double space.
Advocate, Harlan Brewer House, (There's a lot of them Jike that.] or a woman. Thus discrimination
The Advocate reserves the· 714 21st St. NW, Washington,
Aside from propensities as a is attacked on a piecemeal basis.
.Many Commission attorneys feel
right to edit letters to conform
D.C. 20006.
conversational
show-stopper,
DO YOU HAVE AN
ANNOUNCEMENT
for
working for an agency such as quite differently and much of
students or alumni of The
the EEOC has attributes
to their time and talent is spent
National Law Center? An
balance the obvious liability of theorizing how to expand the
powers of the Commission and
upcoming meeting? A date
impairing
your
radical
not
necessarily
to aid the
that
should
be
credentials.
The Commission
EDITORS
employment
situations
of
remembered?
A special
administers its own statute, Title
event?
VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, individuals. The legal staff does
Editor-in-Chief
The Advocate will be
which, since the effective date of not work with persons; it works
Charles Dunn
published
every other
the Act is July, 1965, is with concepts. Relief, if it is to
have any real meaning at all, is
week during the school
relatively new and undeveloped.
Editorial Page Editor
Features Editor
year. Part of our service to
- There is thus a rather unique shaped toward aiding a large
Jim Krugman
Peter Langley
the Law Center includes
opportunity to plot the growth class of persons. Thus, the merits
Copy Editor
News Editor
seeing to it that your
. of a federal statute. and its of a case are judged by how it
David
Schlee
Jim Coleman
message is seen by our
attendant bureaucracy and even might affect the class of persons
Contributing Editor
Business Editor
readers.
to have some effect upon that and whether it is "good law,"
Rod Borwick
Diana Drisko
it expands the
growth. The measure of one's i.e., whether
Messages and notices
powers of the Commission.
real participation in something
will be published under a
other than moving paper up to
special section titled "The
As you might' imagine, the
the next highest GS--somebody
Docket" beginning with
theories
of individual
relief
obviously depends upon the
our
next
issue.
versus class relief have created a
degree to which one's boss is
Contributions
should be
schism
within
the Gerneral
Assistant Editors: Phil Rush, Steve Somerstein, Tom Edwards.
either liberated or incompetent.
submitted, typewritten, to
Counsel of the Commissions as
The
Advocate mailbox,
well as the rest of the staff. One
In any case, federal statutes
Student
Lounge, Stockton
of a particular genre have many expects politics and a good deal
. Hall or The Advocate
of
infighting
in
a
common elements of structure
Staff: Brad Berger, Bob Brady, Gerold Buker, Bill Curle,
office,
Harlan Brewer
bureaucracy--within
the
and adminsitrative application.
Pamela Evans, Theodore Freedman, Ann Noble.
House,
714
21st St..
Exploring one statute in both its Commission they are vicious.

The .Advocate

theorectical and practical frames
of reference gave me both some
insight into such as the National

The bureaucratic fights do reach
even
the legal intern and
combine with the high degree of
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Bantleon Addresses Alumni
Note: The following is a letter written by Student Bar
President Dave Bantleon to the Law Alumni Director Col.
Dougherty.
EVENTS LAST MAY·-The Cambodian Protest
I think the disruption of classes and especially the faculty
decision to alter the exam schedule are in retrospect very
regretable experiences. They set an unhealthy precident.
Thank God for the NY State Court of Appeals of decision that
all law students who planned to take the July NY Bar Exam
must take their .final exams in order to satisfy NY Bar
admissions requirements. That court was the only one which
had the guts to resist what amounted to a virtual revolt on
Law School campuses all across the country. I think the GW
Law faculty now feel they made a bad decision when they
voted to make exams optional last spring. All parties to that
decision, student leaders as well as faculty, were acting out of
fear for the safety of law students--we're only a stones throw
from the White House--and concern for the security of the law
school buildings, especially the law library. In sum, I doubt
that the law faculty will ever act again as they did in May and I
think student radicals, whether on the right or left, had best
tread softly this fall lest they come face to face with a few
angry and hostile faculty members. I think campus protests
may have turned the corner; there should be a de-escalation of
campus disruptions this fall.
WHAT LAW STUDENTS ARE THINKING
I think we've passed through an era (in the last two or three
years) of increased student awareness. Campus protests and
especially discontent among law students over law school
curriculum, etc. served to educate all persons within, the
academic community as to the nature and substance of the law
student problems we face today. Now law students are saying
"We've had enough protests, cancelled classes, etc. Let's get to
work correcting the problems before us. Let's devise some
solutions." Indications of new solutions at the Law Center are:
modification of the competition requirements for the law
review; signs of success with innovations in the law curriculum
such as Professor Rothschild's Consumer Law course,
Professor Barron's course on Mass Media LAW, Introduction
of New Courses within the Ford Foundation grant for our
Environmental Law Institute, and so forth.

~~~~;dl
"The University Senate asks the President of
the . University to immediately assign to an
edministrstor the explicit duties of investigating,
preparing, and assuring the full presentation of
the University's case in student disciplinary
proceedings." After discussion the amendment
carries unanimously
on motion of Professor
Robinson (former Prosecuting A ttornev for the .
State of Oregon). Minutes, The University
Senate, Friday, May 8, 1970.
Quaere: If one student held the positions of
SBA
President
and
Student
Prosecutor
simultaneously would a conflict of interest arise?
It should be of interest to all GW Law
Students that their duly elected President not
only holds the office of SBA president and
student Prosecutor,' but also steadfastly asserts
that no "conflict of interests" exists between the
two.
President Elliott who implemented the above
quoted request made by the unlversitv Senate on
July 1, 1970, after having reviewed "this matter
extensively" wrote a letter to Professor E.L.
Stevens, Chairman of the Executive Committee
of the Faculty Senate in which he stated: (in
regard to the office of Student Prosecutor)
"In order to discharge this new responsibility,
I am asking Vice-President Smith to establish in
his office,' directly under his supervision, a
position for this purpose."
It is further explained in this letter that the
new part-time staff member will work in
cooperation with the Vice-President for Student
Affairs, David G. Speck, whose major duty is
'~judicial coordination." A general description of
the relationship between the duties of the two
positions follows below:
JUDICIAL COORDINATOR
1. Receives Complaint

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Screens for assignment to Student Court
Notifies accused,prosecutor
Interviews accused--gives options
Transfers case to Prosecutor
Assists both sides as requested
"
8. Notifies court-sets dates
9. Provides support to the court
10. Clerical Support
PROSECUTOR
1.

2.
'3.
4.
5. Receives complaint
6. Interviews complaintant
7. Analyzes and Prepares case
8.
9. Presents case
10
.
When asked about
his role, Bantleon
adamently denied that he is in any respect c;
"Prosecutor" or that he was hired to represent
the University.
This seems to be quite
contradictory in light of President Elliott's quote
and his clear labeling of the position as Student
Prosecutor.
In fact, as we were told by Mr. Speck in a
phone interview, Mr. Bantleon is paid by the
University for his services (he would not disclose
the amount) and the job will probably use up to
10 hours per week of your President's time. It
seems apparent that David Bantleon is indeed a
member of the "University staff."
Mr. Speck also told of how Mr. Bantleon
came to be appointed. He was "recommended
very highly" by several unnamed law professors
as well as "some people in the Dean's office."
(See Responsibilities, pg. 9)

A Reply to SBA Letter
by James Krugman

Where are we going nannie,
now. Who is the man with
Mommie. These are lawyers.
What are lawyers. They are men
who look things up in big books.
Why.
To be safe.
Why.
Because you must always try
to be safe.
Am I safe nannie.
Yes.
Are you safe nannie.
No.
Why.
We must be quiet now.
I don't like lawyers, nannie.
No one likes lawyers, little
boy.
J.P. Donteavy, "The Beastly
Beatitudes of Balthazar B. " page
17)
Perhaps Donleavy has hit the
nail squarely on the head. The
lawyers
he portrays
try
desperately to cover all sides of
the question,
speaking from
both sides of their mouths,
representing
no one, yet
claiming to represent everyone.
During the past summer, the
President of the Student Bar
Association
was asked by
Colonel Dougherty, law alumni
director, to submit what he felt
to be the views of the students
of the
law school.
The
above-quoted passage, "Events

Last
May-The
Cambodia
Protest," was Bantleon's reply.
There are two main issues to
be considered here. First, does
this opinion reflect the true
feelings of the .students of the
Law School; and, second, does
the, President of the S.B.A. have
the right to issue these opinions,
as President of the S.B.A. and
then claim they are confidential
and should not be seen by those
who he claims hold those
opinions.
As to the first, with the
reader s indulgence
I will
reminisce. The cancellation of
classes and the suspension of
exams, later changed to optional
exams, was a proposal presented
by a nd advocated
by the
"1 think campus protests may have turned the
Student Bar Association. It did
corner;
there should be a de-escalation of campus
not come from the Strike
disruptions
this fall."
Committee, it did not come
from the faculty, it came from
r~:::::::::::::::::::::[:::,:::::'::"i:::::::':!:'::::::::::[l:::::~::j:i:::::::
the S.B.A. In the first hectic :~l:!\l:!:!:!\![l\l:!jlj!\l\j:!j!j![l:!j!j!\!~jj\:\:~:\l\l:!j~~~!:j\jj!!jj!:\\:\:
days of the strike, when many
Lawyers, be they practitioners
alumni on your mailing list.
students were busy coordinating"
or
students, must respect the
I
think
the
issues'
you
have
lobbying by students from other
laws of our society. We should
treated have been both topical
law schools and preparing a legal
and well done.
While I am a be above those tactics and
aid program for the coming
On behalf of the Law Center practicing attorney with very emotions which lead certain
demonstrations,
the
SBA
student body I'd like to thank limited time, I intend to remain
immature
members of our
sequestered itself in its office in
those members of the faculty,
society
to
seek
the destruction
attuned
to
the
legal
perspectives,
Harlan
Brewer
House and
administration and Student Bar of law Students and faculties.
of those institutions we lawyers
discussed,
heard testimony,
who participated in the planning The Advocate provided me this have worked so hard to build.
voted and reported a proposal
and
presentation
of the serVice-keep up the good work.
We should seek to foster respect
which called for the cancellation
orientation program for 'entering
for our law and institutions and
of the remaining classes in the
the week of
. not aid those who seek to tear
semester and the institution of a law students
G. Donald Markle
September 14.
them down. I f lawyers do not
credit grading system that would
Annandale, Va.
respect the law, then who will.
allow those students who felt
David Bantleon, President
As a famous jurist once said:
that they would have no time to
Student Bar Association
"For the laws to serve man, man
study, to not take exams and to
must first serve the laws."
receive an administrative pass for
I was much aggrieved to read
R. Scott Hamilton III '47
their semester's course work.
of the tumultous events which
Tallahassee, Florida
Bantleon backed that proposal;
swept the law school last spring.
Having
seen
a
few
copies
of
Bantleon
assisted
in the
It seems to me that law students
the Advocate during the last
presentation of that proposal
should
be
above
this
school. year, I would like to
(See NANNI E, pg. 9)
non-professional
conduct.
recommend that you put all the

Lette rs tot

Thanks

Alumni

React

h e Ed ito
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---------The

Great Energy

Takeover------------

Coal: "The Captive Giant"
(Stuart Rawlings spent this past
summer working as one of Ralph
Nader's "raiders" in the areas of coal
mining and air and water pollution. He
, and. Laurence Beck-another law
student-wrote a TOO-page
report on the
ownership of coal in the United States,
and some of that material is used here.
. Mr. Rawlings is currently a second-year'
law student at George Washington
University.
The views expressed here represent
those of the author and not necessarily
those of Ralph Nader's Center for the
Study of Responsive Law.)
On page 40 of Ferdinand Lundberg's

The Rich and the Super Rich there is a
list of the "Big New Wealthholders in
the United States." Heading the list is J.
Paul Getty, an oilman with a net worth
of $400-700 million. Of the thirty-five
persons listed, fifteen made their
fortunes in oil.
The power of the oil industry can be
sensed in other ways. In an age of great
environmental
concern,
the oil
companies are constructing an 800-mile
pipeline across Alaska, which will cross
125 major fish streams and will
endanger the lives of 400,000 migratory
'caribou. The power of oil companies in
Congress is evidenced by their 22%%
depletion
allowance and other tax
benefits.
Now oil companies are going into a
competing field-coal. In the past five
years, two of the top three coal
companies (and four of the top fifteen)
have been bought by oil companies.
(See the table below). Oil has increased
its share of the coal market from 4% to
23%, and oil companies are referring to
themselves now as "energy" companies.
With coal and oil both in short
supply, the nation's energy situation is
looking bleak. Three major power
shortages have hit the East Coast this
summer,
and more are expected.
Moreover, the nation's consumption of
electricity is doubling every ten years,
and so even more fuel will be needed in
the future.
Since oil and coal - are often
interchangeable as fuels, there has been
a potential
for a reduction
of
competition. SOme people have gone so
far as to suggest that oil companies are
holding back on the production of coal,
so as to drive up coal prices.. (This
would be done presumably until the
rate of return for coal investments
equalled that for oil.)
The antitrust problem has been all
but ignored by both the Federal Trade
Commission (FTC) and the Justice
Department. After the 1966 purchase of
Consolidation Coal by Continental Oil
(the tenth' largest oil company buying
the largest coal company), the Justice
Department looked at the case and

decided that the Clayton Act had not
been violated. Its reason was that there
was no direct overlap of the oil and coal
markets of Continental Oil.
However, there is some overlap
today
of Continental's
oil and
Consolidation's coal, notably in Illinois.
And there is some legal precedent
establishing the nation itself as a
marketing area. Furthermore, a process
for converting coal into oil and gas will
soon be available, and then the lessening
of competition will be more clear.
Since the Consolidation Coal case,
oil companies have bought four more
large coal companies and have gone into
the
uranium
business
(another
'competing
fuel). The nation-wide
shortage of all fuels has made the whole
situation much more serious, and yet
neither the FTC nor the Justice
Department
have re-examined
the
problem.
Another striking feature of coal
ownership is that there are only three
independent coal companies on the top
fifteen coal producers. The other twelve
companies are all subsidiaries of giant
corporations
operating primarily in
other fields. To put it another way,
these top fifteen companies represent
52% of national coal" production, while
independent coal companies in this top
fifteen represent only 7%.
,
But who controls the companies who
own the coal companies? This question
leads straight to the ten largest banks in
teh
United
States.
The Morgan
Guarantee Trust Company (No. 5 in
assets with $1'1 billion) has eleven
directors on the boards of the top
fifteen coal producers. The Chemical
Bank of New York (No. 6) has seven
directors
on the boards of these
companies, while the Chase Manhattan
Bank (No.3)
has four. The top ten
banks have 28 directors
on the
respective
boards, and they have
(counting official capacities such as
major bond trustees, registrars, and
transfer agents) 77 major connections
with these companies.
Railroads also have a large influence.
More than 70% of the coal produced in
1969 was moved by railroad, and coal is
still the railroads' biggest customer.
However, railroads have surprisingly
little stock in coal companies, and they
appear to be bogged down with merger
and bankruptcy activities of their own.
The same is true of utilities, where there
is increasing concentration
but little!
direct relation with coal. The main'
relation between the railroads and
utilities and the coal companies appears
to be through the major brands.
The coal miners' union-the United
Mine Workers-is also part of coal's
power structure.
Unfortunately
the
present leadership under Tony Boyle is
openly corrupt-as
evidenced by the'

No. Major

Coal Company
(and parent, date acquired)
1) Consolidation Coal
(Continent,IOil-19661
21 Peabody Coa'
IKannecott Copper-l968)
2\ Island Creek Coat
Occidental

1968 PToduction
(millions of tons)

Pet Cent
Of Market

Oil Owned

60

11%

X

60

11%

26

5%

20

X

Bank

No. Major

Connections
of Parents

X

X

6

X

18

3%

6) General Dynamics
7) Eastern Associated Coal
(Eastern Gas and Fuel)
8) Bethlehem Steel
9) WestmOl"eland Coal
(Penn Virginia Corp.)
101 Old Ben Coal
(Standard Oil of Ohio~ 1968)
11) Ayrshire Coltierle~
(American Metal Climax-1OOS1
121 Pittsburg and Midway Coal

13

2%

13
13

2%
2%

12

2%

10

2%

0;1-1963)

13) North American Co,1
14) Maust Coal
(Occidental Petroleum-1969)
15) Southwestern Illinois Coal

4

4%

51 U.S. Steel

TOTALS

Directors
of Parents

Petrolium

41 Pittston Company

(Gulf

Captive

X

X
X

12

X
X

3
11

6

X
X

X
X

2%

6

9
9

2%
2%

X

X

7
7

1%
1%

X

X

0
0

0

286

52%

6

12

28

77

1
4

Labor Department's nullification of last
December's
election, and by three
recent successful suits against the union
for misuse of funds, The opposing
faction of the Union-the
Miners for
Democracy-was
set back when its
leader, .Joseph Yablonski, and his wife
and daughter, were murdered two weeks
after the election.
.
The U.S. Bureau of Mines might have
been a positive .influence in the coal
picture, especially after the passage of
the Mine Safety Act in December '1968.
However, since that time President
Nixon has fired the old Director (John
O'Leary) and failed to appoint a new
one. Consequently, the new act is not
being enforced and the Bureau's morale
is low.
Other parts of the coal ownership
picture remain a mystery. Little is
known about who owns what coal
reserves, although it is known that the
two largest holders are Humble Oil (a
subsidiary of Standard Oil of New
Jersey) and ContinentalOi!. Even less is
known about coal leases, although the
Penn-Virginia Company is known to
make a 60% profit after taxes because
. of special lease taxing benefits. The
major stockholders of coal producers
are also unknown.
Perhaps most important, the amount
of coal still left in the ground-and the
type of coal-is unknown. The federal
government has no way' of compelling
the coal companies (or the oil or gas
companies,
for that
matted
to
accurately state their known reserves. In
the midst of a national energy crisis,
such an information gap is absurd.
To improve the coal situation, and

the energy situation in general, I would
make these recommendations:
1) A congressional act should compel
all coal companies (and oil, gas, and
uranium companies) to determine and
make public their known fuel reserves.
Negligence in this reporting should be
punishable as a crime.
2) The act should also compel allthe
energy companies to file a detailed
financial ownership report with the
Department of the Interior (a report
similar to that filed by railroad
companies with the ICC).
3) A national energy policy should
be pronounced by the President, which
would
set
price
and ownership
guidelines for fuel companies. The
public interest should be a prime factor
inthis policy.
4) The Justice Department (or the
FTC) should reopen its investigation
into the takeover of coal companies by
oil companies.
5) President Nixon should appoint a
new director of the Bureau of Mines.
The director should be sensitive to the
conditions of mine workers, and he
should initiate a crash program for the
training of mine inspectors.
6) The Labor Department should
arrange and supervise new United Mine
Workers elections within the next six
months,
7) A large-scale study should be
made to determine the influence of the
nation's largest banks on all the major
industries (including coal). It should be
decided
whether
their substantial
interests are healthy for the American
people; and if not, massive reform for
banking and for the whoh~ American
economy will be needed.

"All I Want Is Just All The Power There Is"

\
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LIBRARY, from pg. 1
Campus Unrest
The Law Library was affected only slightly by the
prevailing student militancy and unrest jn 1969·1970.
On February 20, 1970, in connection with the
aftermath of the "Chicago Seven" trial, rumors were
circulated that an attempt would be made to burn law
books as a symbolic protest to the .trial's outcome.
Campus police were stationed in and near the Law
Library, and no disturbances occurred. On May 5,
1970, during the peace demonstration on the Ellipse
and related events,' the Law Librarian and other staff
members came early to the building and kept watch,
with no untoward incidents developing. Aside from
some "Free Bobby, Seale" and related graffiti on the
rear wall of the building (later cleaned off). the
institution was not molested.
'
Book thefts appear to run at a low but annoying
pace, not out of line with law school library experience
generally. Better overall vigilance at the control desks
has reduced to some extent this annoyance.
With the number of students our library must serve, it is thoroughly unconcionable that students do
not reshelve their books.'
'Photo
by Sometsteln
radical, I have no comment. I who were involved in the strike.
He took it upon himself to speak
saw few law student "radicals"
before the faculty. One might this in his explanation to the during the "events" last May. I for all of us as our leader.
Having successfully
ask: Is it possible that the man alumni.
While I realize that the
did, however,see a large number
who backed a proposal in May avoided the violence, he forgot
of my fellow students, who are alumni of this school, which
would
now disavow it so it, and now states that he was represented by Mr. Bantleon,
include Richard Helms, Director
sorry that the faculty gave in so move outside of the classroom
quickly?
of the CIA, J. Edgar Hoover, and
For those who were not here easily.
and attempt, with high degrees David "Kennedy, are not the
"Thank God for the NY of sophisticiation and success, to most
during those hectic days, I
likely to back
the
purposes of the strike, I feel that
should explain. The Law School State Court of Appeals." I know" apply those things in which they
that that is not a widely shared were being trained. I saw Law 'we should have been honest
.received
notice that action
would
be taken against it student opinion. Nor was the Students working with lawyers about our actions. They were
not indefensible, and surely all
(burning the library, fist fights decision received happily by the and government officials within
with the the night students) ifit .faculty or administration. Dean the "system," I saw no radicals lawyers are "reasonable men."
Yet,
for
whatever
motive,
did
not
close
down and Kramer assisted Dean McKay of hard at work on revolution.
Bantleon took it upon himself to
cooperate with the strikers. To NYU Law in the preparation of
Thi; brings us to the second
of the obvious
so misrepresent the opinions of a
avoid what seemed to be a "clear an appeal
issue.
Col. Dougherty asked Mr. large number oflaw students to
political
attempt
by
that
Court
and present danger," the SBA
Bantleon to write his opinions
voted to ask that exam's be to infringe on the academic
of the American because he is the duly elected
optionalized,
Dean Kramer freedom
from
university so as to kill the head of the law school student
cancelled classes in an attempt
promoting
disaffection
to avert what would have been a surprisingly effective political "government,. the SBA. He was for
law .not. asked because he was Dave despite the fact that the word
bloody disaster. Yet, Bantleon, efforts 'of the nation's
expresses student opinion as students. In those days, the" cry Bantleon, third year student. He . has yet to be defined by the
thinking that"in retrospect" the was that of "Off the Court of was not asked to submit his _military)
among troops,
as
opinions as an individual law praising the enemy, attacking
Appeals" and those law students
decisions were very regretable.
but as the nominal
He 'fails to consider. what might who felt forced to take exams student,
the war aims of the United
of all the law States, or denouncing our form
against their will' were voicing representative
have, happened
if opposite
students at GWU. He did not of government. Dr. Levy argued
decisions were made. Surely, one another theistic expression.
with
other
SEA that Article 134 is too vague and
These are but two of the consult
week of .classes was not worth
members as to what should or broad.
main rebuttals to Bantleon's
the risk of bloodshed on either
However, the entire
should not be written. He did purpose for the law is to make it
letter. As to his prognostications
side of the political coin .. But,
not speak with those students
on the future of the student
Mr. Bantleon does not consider
so vague and broad that it can be
-, used indiscriminately.
.
from
Dispite such laws the military
had not yet defeated their
internal enemy. There are too
anyone effectively
if he
When questioned further, Speck admitted that he ,.cannot represent
many men who refuse to discard
represents
both
sides
of
the
issues.
A
lawyer
had not talked to Dean Kramer or Dean
thair-Intelllqence
and reasoning
cannot
represent
both
the
plaintiff
and
the
Kirkpatrick, and that he had spoken to Dean
powers during their army tour.
defendant
-in
a
case;
a
president
cannot
decide
he
Potts "a little."
'
,
One 'of the most organized
is the president of some of the people, he' is the
A memorandum of September 21,1970, from
military groups is the Concerned
president
of
all
the
people
in
his
electorate.
Thus
the Office. of the President for Student Affairs to
Officers Movement.
Recently
David
Bantleon
could
easily
become
the
"Faculty, Staff, and Students," outlines the
three
members
of the
prosecutor
of
a
case
in
which
a
law
student
was
procedures for bringing formal complaints of
Washington,
D.C.
chapter,
student misconduct. Mr. Bantleon's existence as charged by a member of the Law School faculty.
Randall B. Thomas, Gordon C.
Is
it
ethically
correct
to
have'
the
Faculty
the new"University Solicitor" is announced in
Kerr, and James Pahura, were
represented by the student body president?
the opening paragraph:
released from the Navy dispite
For example, an actual case of this conflict of
their objections. "It blew the
"During
the summer,
Mr. David interest could result form a recurrence of last
Navy's mind that we wanted to
Bantleon, a third year law student, was Spring's events. At that time, the Law School
stay
in," Pahura said two
appointed to the staff of this office to Strike Committee remained in close contact with
months ago. "They are trying to
provide, on behalf of the complaintants,
the SBA President, in hopes of preventing
weed out any progressive and
the
explicit
duties of investigating,
imminent destruction of law school property. If
questioning mlnds.">
preparing,
and
assuring
the full that situation were to occur again, would it be
The Grand Forks Air Force
presentation
of cases
in student. possible for members of the student body to
Base Chapter of COM wrote an
disciplinary proceedings."
confer with their elected leader, knowing that
open
letter
endorsing and
very same person would prosecute them in any
the
McGovernWe should examine this for a moment. Most
subsequent University action? How much faith . supporting
-Hatfield Amendment, a modest
of the complaints filed in student court are filed
can the students he "represents" place in him
act indeed. Yet, they may be
by members of the faculty or administration. In
now? Has he not jeopordized and called into
tried
by courts-martial
'for
"assuring the full presentation of cases" for the
serious question the trust placed in him by his
stating the following:
complaintant, Mr. Bantleon will obviously be the
fellow students?
'
"We also feel that the
prosecutor in an adversay proceeding. In criminal
The final question is: Why did Bantleon not
freedom of speech guaranteed
law, that person is known as a prosecutor. Isit
forsee the problem of conflict of interest? The
under the First Amendment to
right for a man who has been selected by
ethical questions involved cut to the core of legal
the Constitution of the United
students to represent them in their dealings with
philosophy and training. Mr. Speck and other
.States
shou Id be equally
the faculty and administration to also represent
non-legal administrators are not involved or at
applicable to personnel serving
the faculty and administration in their dealings
fault. Mr. Bantleon now is the advocate of
in the armed forces. Thus we
with students? In the same way, would the
student political and governmental power and
question. the use of varying
students want to hire a person to represent them,
the
prosecutor
of
its
strivings
and
degrees
of
reprisal
and
knowing that the same man represented the
accomplishments. Perhaps he would, like to be
harrassment used in dealing with
faculty and administration. A student president
the judge. In law, after all, consistency makes for
those personnel who have made
must represent students, and only students. He
law and order.

NANNIE, from pg. ,7

MILITARY,

p. 7

"Responsibilities"

the alumni while at the same
time, he continues to claim that
he represents all 1600 of us.
The final issue results from
the fact that none of the law
students knew of the existence
of this letter until recently. It is
bad enough that a large portion'
of
S B A 's members
and
e I e c tor ate
h a v e. b ee n
misrepresented, it is worse that
they were never told. Does a
lawyer have the right to plead
his client guilty, and never tell
him? With actions such as this it
is no wonder that "No one likes
lawyers,little boy."

p. 3
known their disagreement with
U.S. foreign policy. We speak
out now because we feel morally
obligated to express our .great
concern about the questionable
wisdom and. propriety of our
Government's
enduring
involvemnent
in' Southeast
Asia:'
The principle behind the
military's closed door policy on
reasoning is a very simple one.
The military has always fancied
itself. and acted as the main
cohesive force of the American
society. It .fears that once its
members begin to. think as
individuals both its image and
effectiveness as the savior of our
American dream will diminish, if
not be terminated.
Department
of
Defense
Directive 1325.6 further states
that "the right of members to
complain and request redress of
grievances against actions of the
commanders
is protected
by
Article 138 of the Uniform Code
.of Military Justice. In addition a
member may petition ir present
any geievance to any member of
Congress (10 U.S.C. 1034). An
open door policy for complaints
is a basic principle of good
Ieadership,
and Commanders
sh ould
personally
assure
themselves
that
adequate
procedures exist for identifying
valid complaints
and taking
corrective action," This seems
. just but it is merely a public
relations
performance . .lts
application is restricted to a
complaint by a private against a
sergeant giving him too much
latrine duty. Many members of
the Armed Forces now have the
desire and as citizens the duty to
question policies which seem
offensive to them. Their right to
express
dissent
should be
established and protected.
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-------Massachusetts

v. Laird~-------

The War's Day in Court
resolution of declaration of war, to his gradually
escalating commitment in Southeast Asia.
President Nixon has changed his earlier views on the
(Anthony D'Amato is an asscoiateprofessor of law
subject on constitutionality. In his TV conference with
at Northwestern University. This article, which was three newsman of July 1, 1970, the President made no
originallyprinted in Ripon Forum a publication of the
attempt
to argue that the Vietnam war is
moderate Republican Ripon Society, grew out of
constitutional; rather, he said that he inherited the
D'Amato's experience as a consultant to the Attorney
problem from preceding administrations. Moreover, he
General of Massachusetts during the drafting of the
did not argue that as Commander-in-Chief he could
comlaint for the case of Massachusetts vs. Laird .J
make war; he confined his constitutional power to that
of protecting American soldiers already in Vietnam.
Ask any established constitution law expert - that
(One might visualize the President as the White Queen
is, anyone who teaches the subject in law school and is
saying to Alice: "The only way to protect our boys is
over 50 years old - what he thinks of the Massachusetts·
to invade Cambodia to destroy the enemy there, and
anti-war bill of April 2, 1970, that has now led to a
the second only way is to keep most of them in
case in the Supreme Court entitled"Commonwealthof
Vietnam to protect those that are not being
Massachusetts v. Melvin R. Laird - Original Docket,"
withdrawn. As long as we have a slow withdrawal
You will get a reply like this: "I think the war is
schedule, they have to stay there to protect the others
unconstitutional,
all right, but this Massachusetts
who are not being withdrawn,"And
Alice says, "But
statute is a hell of a silly and misguided way to go
your Majesty, wouldn't the best protection simply be
about proving it legally."
to speed up the withdrawal schedule?" "Silly girl," the
And that is the establishment view. It pervades the
Queen replies, "you do not understand military logic. I
newspapers and magazines, and accounts for the . could
not fulfill my constitutional
duties as
remarkable lack of attention given to Massachusetts'
commander-in-chief if I didn't do all I can to protect
effort. As a result, the whole nation may be in for a
American lives in Vietnam. If I pulled the boys out, I
dramatic shock if Massachusetts actually wins in the
wouldn't have anything left to protect, would I?")
Supreme Court in October or November. No one will
have expected it - except a bunch of guys who teach
constitutional
law in law schools and who are
The Massachusetts case could now change the
decededly under 50 years of age.
calculus in the following way. A decision by the
Supreme Court in favor of Massachusetts would mean
that the President would have to get the explicit
Let's start with a little bit of constitutional law. Is
consent of Congress within 90 days (as this Complaint
the Vietnam war unconstitutional because it hasn't
is framed) to a prolongation of American fighting in
been declared by Congress? The answer is plainly yes.
Vietnam--air
attacks as well as ground troops;
. There really is no doubt about this, though many
otherwise
the
war
would have to cease. This would put
.people fool themselves by tortuous reasoning planted
the ball back where it should have been in the first
long ago and recently discarded by house counsel for
place. If Congress then decided that to withdraw
the Pentagon. For instance, the Tonkin Gulf resolution
precipitately would be inadvisable, it could still frame a
was long cited as the "equivalent" of a Congressional
withdrawal schedule that is much more accelerated
declaration of war. Recently, however,. as Congress set
than the President's. Moreover--and this is really at the
in motion the repeal of this particular resolution, the
heart of the matter-- a Supreme Court ruling that the
administration reversed itself and said that it does not
Constitution means it says is a guarantee that a future
rely for legality upon the Tonkin maneuyer. All right,
President could not unilaterally involve us in any more
what about our SEATO commitments? For a while
Vietnams.
Dean Rusk got away with the position that we were
What is it, then, that the over-50 constitutionalists
only following treaties, which are the supreme law of
have against the Massachusetts case? The answer, I
the land, in getting involved in Vietnam. That
think lies in what they have told their students each
argument prevailed as long as no one bothered to read
. new year for the last thirty years--that there are certain
the SEATO treaty, which requires in Article 4 that any
kinds of "political questions" that the Supreme Court
enforcement action under the treaty by any nation
simply does not decide. These include extremely
must be "in accordance with its constitutional
important
cases, such .as a case alleging the
processes. "
constitutionality of the entire Vietnam operation.
by Anthony D'Amato
Ripon Forum
College Press Service

Other people mention all the Congressional
appropriations for fighting the Vietnam war. Isn't this
approval by Congress? Clearly, if it were, then there
would beno need for the Constitutional provision that
Congress has the power to declare war. In fact, being in
on the decision whether to go to war, and later being
called to finance an on-going war operation, are two
entirely different things. Congress can't realistically
deny funds for food and ammunition for boys in the
field; that would be nearly impossible politically, as the
Pentagon is well aware. Finally, we have the argument
that in this day and age the power to declare war is
anachronistic, a throw-back to the old pre-nuclear days
when the world could not be destroyed in thirty
minutes. If there is any force in this observation, it
certainly does not apply to Vietnam. As the
Massachusetts Complaint filed in the Supreme Court
points out, there was at least ten year's time, between
1954 and 1964, as well as several years later, when the
President, if he believed in the Constitution , could
have asked Congress for its explicit consent, or a

By now, you have probably
come across various membership
materials
which have been
distributed throughout the law
school in conjunction with the
American Bar Association's Law
Student Division. The full range
of programs that the Division
offers to law students and their
respective schools cannot be
sufficiently detailed in a small
publicity pamphlet. Thus, this
initial article. will serve as a
supplement to better acquaint
you with membership benefits.
Next year the Division's 150

Now one might ask: is the question of the
constitutionality
of Vietnam, and in particular the
power of the President to act without a Congressional
declaration of war--really a "political question"?
Justice Burger thought so when. he ruled that way in a
case while he was still on the Court of Appeals. But
hardly anyone else really buys this specific argument.
In Justice Burger's case, the Supreme Court denied
certiorari. It might have affirmed Burger's decision
below, or written an opinion to the effect that a
draft-resister
cannot
claim that
the war is
unconstitutional
because
that
is a political
question-but the Court did not choose to act that way.
It probably did not because there would have been no
precedent for so holding. Many cases in. the Supreme
Court
have
previously
ruled
on
Congressional-Executive
powers.
under
the
Constitution without invoking a "political questions"
escape route. A leading case was the Steel Seizure Case
where President Truman was ordered to hand back the
steel mills that he had seized for the (undeclared)

page handbook will be made
available to all members in
addition to SBA presidents and
Division representatives at the
local level.
The
organized
Bar has
become increasingly aware of
the need and desirability for
close and constant interaction
among practicing attorneys and
law students, Mindful of this,
the Bar opened last year its
twenty-one
sections
(each
treating a specialized area of
law) to student Iiasons. In this

manner, the Division is kept
better informed of the directions
the ABA is heading, its possible
impact on the law, and the
significance of these activities to
law .students,
In order to
encourage student membership
in these sections, a special
reduced rate of $3.00 per secion
per year is offered and the
student
is kept
regularly
informed
of the
latest
developments in the law of that
particular section.
The Division has a Law
Student
Services Committee

Korean War. The Court in that case did not even raise
the question of "political questions" in deciding that
the President had no Congressional authorization to
seize the mills.
But it is not the precise doctrine of "political
questions" that the constitutional experts have in mind
when they dismiss the Massachusetts case. Rather it is a
mentality that says, in effect: The Court should not
risk its stature by deciding a case that is fraught with
political overtones. The Vietnam War has gone on for
many, many years, though it has been a military,
economic, and political disaster; in short, it has become
a sacred cow. This mental bent reaches the level of
moral certitude
when the constitutional
expert
contemplates Massachusetts' standing to bring such a
case. It is one thing for a draft resister to argue that the
war he is going to die in is unconstitutional. Even if the
lower court says his argument is a political question,
and even if the Supreme Court refuses to grant
certiorari to review his case, still he was the proper
party to bring the case. But Massachusetts? What
business is it of Massachusetts if thousands
ofher
young men are killed? After all, a 1923 case said, in
passing, that as to federal issues it is to the national
government, and not to the 'stetes, that the citizen
must look for protection. And this old case has taken
on an aura of infallibility over the years.
The constitutional law crowd, having less of an
investment in the 1923 case, is inclined to re-read it
and ask: how can a citizen realistically be required to
look to the federal government for protection in a case
where he alleges that the federal government is
violating the law? Speclficallv.Jnstead of Massachusetts
suing Mr. Laird, should the citizen ask the U.S.
Attorney General to sue Mr. Laird? Is there really a
significant likelihood of a' positive response by Mr.
Mitchell when a citizen calls him up and politely asks
him to sue the Secretary of Defense for conducting and
illegal and unconstitutional war?
But maybe the over-Btl group will prove to be right
for a reason that has nothing to do with law; namely,
that the Supreme Court justices belong to the same age
group and might see things the same way. This is
something over which the young lawyers working on
the Massachusetts case have no control. Yet the
situation is by no means preordained. Justice Douglas
is extremely young-minded. And Justice Stewart did
dissent from the denial of certiorari that I have
mentioned, saying in effect that the Court had no
business ducking this issue. And then there are several
"strict constructionists" on the Court, the two Nixon
appointees being the latest. The Massachusetts case is,
if anything, one of strict construction. What is
requested "is a strict, specific, and exact interpretation
of the words of the Constitution, with no excape
routes fashioned by previous "liberal" judges like
Frankfurter who were more interested in preserving the
rule of law. A strict-constructionist approach is needed
not only on the merits of the issue - whether Congress
must declare war - but also on whether Massachusetts
has standing as a matter of original jurisdiction to bring
such a case directly to the Supreme Court. The
Constitution gives a state this right (to sue either
another state or a citizen from another state; in this
case, Mr Laird is a citizen-from another state), and it
makes no exceptions according to the type of case
involved. Massachusetts clearly has. an interest - in the
integrity of the wording of the Constitution, in the
integrity of its own state institutions (suffering from
lack of morale and from public discontent in the wake
of Vietnam), and in the health, welfare, and lives of its
most precious asset - its own citizens. And there is a
hope, after all, that the Court in this com.nq term will
give the Constitutional provision empowering Congress
to declare war its day in court.

which approves monetary grants
to various legal service programs
offered at the individual schools.
These grants are given at the
recommendation
of the
Division's 2nd Vice-President
with the consent of the thirteen
Circuit
Governors.
George
Washington's legal aid program is.
expected to receive such a grant
this year.

In order to join the Division,
simply fill out a membership
application which can be found

in the lobby of Stockton Hall, in
the basement coffee lounge, and
on the bulletin boards of the
first and second floors of the
library. Dues are only $3.00 per
year with the option to receive
the "ABA Journal" and to join
the various ABA sections. As a
member, you will receive the
"Student
Lawyer Journal,"
second the "Student Lawyer
Letter," All students in good
standing are invited to join.
More news of the Division will
be
forthcoming
in the
ADVOCATE.
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and
Commentary-------

Last Year's Law School Politics
Rod Borwick
Advocate Features Editor

For those of you who are new to the National Law
Center this year, I would like to try in a few words to
bring you up to date as to the many events that
occurred within the. law school and the university last
year. My hope is that you will find the time in the
coming months to make yourselves further aware of
some of these issues so as to aid in the reshaping of
your legal education. There is much to be done.
For' clarity's sake let me dissect the past year into
two uneven time periods. I'll call them the pre-strike
period and the strike period. The firstvran from
. September to May. Perhaps the second period Is-still
with us.
In the first period there were three major issues
which some of us felt needed to be brought to the
attention of the students and the administration. The
first of these was grade reform. The specific reform
called for by many would have put the law school on a
complete pass-fail system. It was felt that grades in law
school reflect nothing but the abilities of the very
brilliant student and the very stupid. Any grade which
falls between ninety and forty-five is incapable of being
measured accurately. No one has yet been able to
convince me that anyone can distinguish between an
exam grade worth seventy-five and one worth seventy
on any fair and consistent basis. And yet this issue
never became an important one, possibly because of a
poll taken the year before which indicated ·that most
students wanted the current system to be maintained.

Apparently many students felt too much of a stake In
their future employment
to care about stepping
outside the academic rat race. Many felt that the
employers needed a way, to judge them in order that
they could get the better job (to buy the better car,
etc.) I would suggest that once again the only ones
helped or hindered by fjrades in their search for
employment are the very bright and the very stupid.
For most of us who fall in between, the personal
interview and our own good luck is all that is crucial.
In any case, think about it. Yale Law School has no
grades.
The second major pre-strike issue was clrriculutn
reform. What this implied was that many students were
dissatisfied with the traditional case book approach
and wished to enjoy more practical and varied
experiences in their legal education. Happilv.ithe fruit
borne of this request is beginning to be harvested and
the yield appears to be promising. For example, one
may now choose among such causes as selective service
law,
women
and
the law, urban economic
development, Ralph Nader's Seminar, the consumer
protection project, Professor Banzhaf's Unfair Trade
Practices, and Environmental Law. Then there are the
programs' set up under LSSRRC, the students in court
project, the police observation and the juvenile court
program under legal aid. Finally there is the Advocate
itself which with this issue begins its second year of
publication. Started by a few interested students it has
attempted to provide the law school with a forum of
expression open to all and has given any student or
faculty
member a place where personal and
professional ideas may be presented.
Most of the above programs were begun within the
past two years and were founded primarily by the hard

A Law Student in a Private Firm

The ACLU and Legal Aid
by Gerold A. Buker, Jr.
Advocate Staff Writer

Ralph Temple, Legal Director
of the American Civil Liberties
Union and a former member of
the National Law Center faculty,
gave a brief address at the
organizational meeting of the
Legal Aid Bureau on September
22. Mr. Temple's purpose was
twofold:
first, to state the
sometimes
misunderstood
objectives of the A.C.L.U.; and
second,
to secure for his
organization
the services of
interested law students.
Founded more than a half
century ago, the A.C.L.U. is
dedicated to "preserving and
advancing the Bill of Rights."
The organization
makes its
resources available in selected
cases to seek legal redress when
it appears that the constitutional
rights of any individual or group
have been denied or abbreviated.
At present, the A.C.L.U. has
approximately
150 cases in
process, zeroing in on such
targets as the abrupt firing of an

work of interested and bored students. Still, not
everyth ing is completed.
All students
should
participate in attempting to stimulate new growth in
whatever direction they would like to see their legal
education develop.
The third major pre-strike issue gives no cause for
optimism. This single question probably divides the
students and faculty more deeply than any other issue,
and this is cause for genuine concern if the law school
desires to be fundamentally progressive in the future. I
speak of the right of students to have a voice in the
administrative decision making of their law school. At
present they have no such power but only the power to
recommend. The right to help decide the direction of
their own education is one which must be guaranteed
to all law students, for if they must bear the weight of
administrative decisions dealing with grade reform,
cirriculum, tenure, allocation of student monies, hiring
of new faculty members, and grievance procedures; it is
only reasonable to expect that they havea voice in such
decision making.
At the beginning of the last school year, a sizable
minority of students were ready to begir. a concerted
effort to accomplish the goal of achieving some voice
in the law school's internal affairs. The atmosphere
became quite heated over this issue and I have no
doubt that some disruption might have occurred over it
but for a plea by several faculty members for
reasonableness. The activist students were told to let
the faculty form a committee to discuss the issues.
When students requested that they have representatives
on this committee, their request was denied; but many
of us were assured in private that the results of the

accountant
by the Pentagon
when irregularities in defense
spending were brought to light,
the
questionable
tactics
employed by the D.C.- police
during recent disorders.
The A.C.L.U. boasts a 75%
victory rate - on those issues
which
it Iitigates. Perhaps
surprisingly, Mr. Temple spoke
with affection and pride of our
much
maligned
"Establishment," pointing out that the
number of victories which the
A.C.L.U. has scored over the
"forces of repression" attests
more eloquently than a pound
of rhetoric to the viability of our
institutions.
Law student
assistance is
needed by the Union in two
phases of its operation:
(1)
screening
the thousands
of
requests for assistance received
annually,
to separate
those
which would lend themselves to
successful
legal action;
(2)
performing field work such as
interviewing
prisoners
and
observing courtroom procedure.

bv David Schlee
Advocate Copy Editor

beneficiaries (our cI ient) could
have enough money to live on. I
can envision this problem in a
law class-about as exciting as a
dishrag! But in actual practice, it
was a quite exciting thing to
work on. We knew that if we did
not get the money, our client
would have to go on welfare.
In a related sense, exposure
to the private practice of law
gives one a sense of the relevance
of legal problems and the legal
profession. The lawyer, in a very
real sense, allows people to
function and to interact with
other people in society.

For
most
law students
contact with an actual practicing
attorney, much less an entire law
firm, is something of a rarity.
This is unfortunate
bacause
exposure to private practice can
offer some important insights
into what the law is really about.
The first and most important
point brought home to me after
a short time with a private firm
was that there were actually
people involved in all problems I
dealt with. The excruciatingly
dull experience
of plodding
through
hundreds
upon
A student clerk will confront
hundreds of judicial opinions
a host of practical problems. He
serves to wrench most law
will begin to acclimate himself
students, and perhaps a few law
to the grumbling court clerk and
professors,
away from this
the incompetent sheriff. He will
perspective. But it is a very
also learn that often the best
satisfying realization, and one
way to accomplish an obbjective
that gives a great deal of
is to bend the rule a little.
meaning to much of the garbage
Take, for example,
"Big
which we digest at law school.
I recall one case in which we Louie." Big Louie is a retired
were attempting to break open a Sheriff and professional wrestler
trust
so that
one of the who has decided that there is

There Will Be ...
A Spring session of Professor Rothchild's Consumer Protection Course. For registration
information contact Alexis Panagakos, Consumer Protection Center, Harlan-Brewer.Room 3,
Monday-Friday, 12-2 p.m,
.

BEIGHT BAR REVIEW SCHOOL
One Block Inside Capital Beltway
9423 Georgia Avenue - Silver Spring M.af}f and

MARYLAND
BAR, EXAM
Long Course for the February, 1971, Bar '

The Officers and
Association would like
Law Center faculty,
participation contributed

more money in private practice.
He also does other things. Our
firm was involved in a drawn out
legal battle over the possession
of some heavy equipment. When
it became evident that the other
side was going to try to hide the
equipment, we merely sent Big
Louie over late at night to take
it. What's more, it worked.
A clerkship of this type is
invaluable. Most students drift
into private practice with no
conception of what it is like,
with no conception of what they
want. Most acclimate themselves
to it, but many, I am sure, never
would have gone into private
practice
had
they
known
something about it beforehand.
In a sense, one must put aside
any strong moral convictions
which would prevent him from
taking a case, or from doing
everything legally possible to
win for
his client. These
questions go to the heart of .
advocacy, which is what private
practice is all about.

Members of the Black Law Students
to publicly thank those members of the
whose financial assistance and active
to our successful orientation program:

Dean Kramer
Professor Barron
Professor Carlson
Professor Allen
Professor H.P. Green
Professor Kayton
Professor Kuhn
Professor Miller

Professor Park
Professor Pock
Professor Rothschild
Again Many Thanks,
the Black Law Students Association
GWU National Law Center

j,

Commences October I

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CONTACT:

finished in the 60th

Prof. Robert Park recently beat Bill Brownfield, also a third
year student, on the tennis courts (6-4 and 6-3).

Thomas L. Beight
570-D North Frederick Avenue

Dick Beaver, a third year law student,
percentile in a recent Haynes Point regatta.

Gaithersburg.
Phone

Maryland

948-6555

20760
or

949-7350

, Two other third year students almost won last week's football
game behind the Law School, but Dizzy missed the potential
touchdown pass from Rod Friedman.
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Efforts Following May Action Reviewed
committee's work would be something we would find
acceptable. To make a long story short, the Green
Committee (as it became known) with H.P. Green as its
Chairman and associate members Banzhaf, Barron,
Merrifield and Park, held hearings. Many students and
faculty members testified. Based on these hearings the
Green Committee in early spring published a report
wh ich while moderate
to conservative
In its
recommendationas still recognized that some students
should sit as full voting members on the law faculty
senate. At the first available opportunity, the faculty
. with perhaps one-half dozen members dissenting voted
this report down.
I know I felt as if my confidence had been betrayed
and that the next time these issues were raised I would
be much less inclined to "Iet the faculty do it." They
had their chance. I would urge each student,
particularly those in the first year to consider where we
should go from here. We do have a right to a say in our
own education and those decisions which bear upon it.
I leave it to you to consider what other approaches we
might attempt.
In the first week of May the President ordered
troops into Cambodia. The shock on almost every
campus in the country was instantaneous. STRIKE!
yelled students and STRIKE the students did! As the
tension grew the National Law Center became the
strike center for all the law students on the East coast.
At George Washington Law School itself, the

organization
PACT (Political Action Team) was
incorporated. Its purpose was to lobby on the hill in an
attempt
to defeat
war legislation and those
Congressmen who sponsored the war. LAW (Law
Students Against the War) was also formed in order
that similar functions might be accomplished on a
national level. This organization's approach has been to
provide information to law schools all over the
country on candidates running in their areas in order
that they might' be supported or defeated based upon
their stands on the war.

Law students from all over the East coast converged
upon Washington to lobby for these organizations and
many students at the Law Center worked hard to
accomplish all the necessary tasks of organization.
When the deaths at Kent State, Jackson State and
Augusta Georgia occurred, it became clear that the
year would not end as usual. Violence was in the air.
Under the direction of Tom Blair and later with the
aid of New Mobe, a twenty-four hour a day "Bust
Center" was organized in Harlen Brewer to provide
legal counsel and bail money for all those arrested.
Finally, with the knowledge that classes would not
be allowed to go as usual, the Student Bar Association
drew up a resolution requesting that those who wished
to participate in strike activities be allowed to do so
and receive a pass grade in all courses in which they
chose not to take exams. It was also suggested that

anyone who wished to do so should be allowed to
continue with exams.
The SBA adopted this resolution unanimously and
the faculty under the fine leadership of Dean Kramer,
passed the resolution with only three opposing votes.
The wisdom of this decision was heartening and
made the best of a potentially dangerious situation.
When the New York Court of Appeals refused students
who had more than some few hours of pass fail to
quality for the state bar exam, Dean Kramer again
acted strongly in appealing to the court of New York
to reverse itself. Unhappily, this was not done .
As to where last year has led us, I would suggest
that it has elevated the prestige of this school and the
value of its education to a level never before reached in
its history. Particularly in the field of curriculum and
the ability for each student to mold a course of study,
this school stands second to none. Despite what Mr.
Bantleon
has implied in his letter to the alumni
committee, this school is not filled with emotional
children or spineless faculty members. And yet we have
much
to do. The issues raised prior to the Green
Committee are still with us. But you yourselves know,
or will know shortly, what needs to be accomplished.
Don'tsit back and grumble but DOlT! Others have
pushed for excellence and innovation in the past
couple of years. The results have been outstanding. The
conservative faculty members and students have been
proven wrong. Now, today, you must continue the
effort.

hy Nacrelli?
WHY DO THE GREAT MAJORITY OF
APPLICANTS FOR THE D. C. BAR EXAM INATION ATTEND THE

NACRELLI BAR.. REVIEW SCHOOL?

.Because
THE NACRELLI BAR REVIEW SCHOOL HAS THE KNOW-HOW
IT IS THE ACKNOWLEDGED LEADER IN ITS FIELD
IT HAS BEEN IN EXISTENCE FOR MORE THAN 30 YEARS
ITS OUTSTANDI NG RECORD SPEAKS FOR ITSELF
--0--

/

IT IS THE ONLY SCHOOL THAT HAS C:ONSISTENTLY HELD THE HIGHEST
RECORD OF PASSING THROUGHOUT THE YEARS
OVER 9O~ OF NACRELLI STUDENTS A RE PASSING THE BAR EXAMINATIONS
OVER 2.0,000 NACRELLI STUDENTS ARE MEMBERS OF A BAR

THE NACRELLI BAR REVIEW SCHOOL I.S THE OLDEST. LARGEST AND MOST
SUCCESSFUL SCHOOL OF ITS KIND IN METROPOLITAN WASHINGTON
The COMPREHENSIVE LONG COURSES in preparation for the Winter 1970-71 Bar examinations begin as
follows:

D.C. & Md. Course: Sept. 28,1970, ends Dec. 22
Virginia Course: Sept. 14, 1970, ends Dec. 11
SECTION A: Mon., Wed. & Thurs., 1:30·3:30 P.M.
THE·SCHool

SECTION B: Mon., Wed. & Thurs., 6: 15-8: 15 P.M.
Students may attend either Section or they may alternate.
Virginia students may attend the D.C. course at no additional cost.

IS CONVENIENTLY LOCATED IN A MODERN OFFICE

BUILDING IN THE HEART OF DOWN·TOWN WASHINGTON

1334 G STREET, N. W., WASHINGTON,

D. C. 2.0005

Tel. (202)

347.7574

